To whom it may concern.

I’m sorry to be a bringer of bad news. I will keep this short. What you are attempting is a massive national security risk.

We have facts that lawyers have been targeted on recently to gather information for insider trading and economic espionage by Chinese cyber criminals. Via classic malware methods.

This kind of information should really be behind an air gap. It would be quite trivial for cyber criminals and even government spies to attack those that have access including lawyers with malware.

I don’t see how this is supposed to intercept terrorism. I doubt this kind of gathering would even relate to them. I see it encouraging crime including cyber crime. This data will be leaked everyone knows that. It’s not a matter of if but when.

The NSA is already intercepting our international fibre network pipes especially out of Perth. They see everything including cyber attacks. but clearly this spying is not about thwarting crime.

Please stop kidding around with people’s online safety. I don’t respect my location data being in the hands of criminals. People could seriously be tracked down and hurt.

This is collaborating with criminals in my books not helping catch them. Such leaks would be deserving mass class action.

So such national security risks. Is it really worth it when you already had technological means before data retention?

Thankyou.

Daniel